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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Alexander Pope was an 18th-
century English poet. He is best known for his satirical verse, as well as for his translation of Homer.
Famous for his use of the heroic couplet, he is the second-most frequently quoted writer in The
Oxford Dictionary of Quotations, after Shakespeare. By the mid-18th century new fashions in poetry
emerged. A decade after Pope s death, Joseph Warton claimed that Pope s style of poetry was not
the most excellent form of the art. The Romantic movement that rose to prominence in early 19th-
century England was more ambivalent towards his work. Though Lord Byron identified Pope as one
of his chief influences (believing his scathing satire of contemporary English literature English Bards
and Scotch Reviewers to be a continuance of Pope s tradition), William Wordsworth found Pope s
style fundamentally too decadent a representation of the human condition. George Gilfillan in his
study of 1856 described Pope s talent as a rose peering into the summer air, fine, rather than
powerful, In the 20th century Pope s reputation was revived. Pope s work was found...
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Olen Mills-- Olen Mills

An extremely awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. This is certainly for all who statte there was not a well worth looking at. Your daily life span
will likely be convert as soon as you complete looking over this book.
-- Anahi Heaney-- Anahi Heaney
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